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Overview 
 

This tech note describes how to use GRE to achieve fine-grained filtering of traffic 

flowing over an IPsec VPN.  The general configuration described herein is the 

recommended procedure for adding firewall security “inside” a VPN tunnel. 
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Using NAT on the Public Interface 
 

In the network below, a Magnum DX940 is set up at the security perimeter of a 

substation network.  Port E1 is connected to an “outside” IP network with Dynamic 

NAPT enabled.  Dynamic NAPT filters traffic coming from the “outside” but allows 

“inside” hosts such as the PC in the Substation to connect to “outside” servers.  A GRE-

over-IPsec tunnel is also established between the Control Center Firewall and the 

perimeter Magnum DX940 to create a secure VPN between the 192.168.1.0 subnet and 

the 192.168.3.0 subnet.  In addition, by enabling the DX firewall on the GRE interface, 

we are able to limit the types of traffic passed between the Control Center and the 

Substation.  For example, we could filter all tunneled private traffic except for specific 

telnet access between the computer system at 192.168.3.42 and the terminal server at 

192.168.1.15. 
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Configuring the Magnum DX940 

 

This section describes the steps for configuring the DX via the serial console CLI. 

 

Step 1.  By factory default, port E6 is enabled and associated with the “Default” IP 

address.  Configure the default IP address: 

 

 
MagnumDX# ip set address default 192.168.1.14 255.255.255.0 

 

 

Step 2.  By factory default, port E5 is disabled.  Enable E5 so that the PC has network 

access: 

 

 
MagnumDX# ethernet set port e5 admin enable 

 

 

Step 3. By factory default, port E1 is a disabled switch port.  Configure the port as a 

router port, configure its IP address, and enable it. 

 

 
MagnumDX# bridge exclude port e1 

MagnumDX# ip set address 166.144.205.120 255.255.0.0 

MagnumDX# ethernet set port e1 admin enable 

 

 

Step 4. By factory default, dynamic NAPT is disabled.  Globally enable dynamic NAPT 

and then also set port E1 NAT type to global (outside) and enable. 

 

 
MagnumDX# nat set dynamic-napt enable 

MagnumDX# nat set interface e1 type global enabled y 

 

 

At this point, verify that the PC inside the Substation has its default gateway configured 

to 192.168.1.14.   The PC should be able to access the “outside” server and the PC’s 

source address will be masqueraded as 166.144.205.120.  The next set of steps configures 

the GRE-over-IPsec tunnel in order to securely connect the Control Center to the 

Substation. 
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Step 5. Set up the GRE tunnel.  The tunnel endpoint is the public IP address of the 

Control Center firewall.  Once the GRE tunnel is configured, set its IP address.  Also, 

disable NAT on the GRE interface as the tunneled traffic does not participate in address 

translation. 

 

 
MagnumDX# gre add tunnel e1 65.106.98.234 

MagnumDX# ip set address gre1 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.0 

MagnumDX# nat set interface gre1 enabled n 

 

 

 

Step 6. Add a static route so that all traffic to the 192.168.1.0 subnet goes through the 

GRE tunnel. 

 

 
MagnumDX# ip add route 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 10.1.1.2 

 

 

Step 7. Configure the IPsec VPN (using appropriate crypto and authentication profiles, 

crypto1 and am1 – not defined in this procedure) so that it protects the GRE traffic 

passing between the Firewall and the DX 940: 

 

 
MagnumDX# vpn add 166.144.205.120 255.255.255.255 65.106.98.234 

255.255.255.255 65.106.98.234 profile crypto1 auth am1 bypass y 

protocol gre 

 

 

At this point, the PC at the Control Center should be able to access the 192.168.1.0 

subnet and devices in the Substation should be able to access the 192.168.3.0 subnet over 

the encrypted GRE/IPsec tunnel.  The last step of the procedure is to further limit the 

access from the control center so that only the management system there can access the 

terminal server in the Substation. 

 

Step 8. Enable the firewall on the GRE interface: 

 

 
MagnumDX# firewall set interface gre1 status enable 

 

 

At this point, all traffic tunneled via GRE on interface GRE1 will be filtered.  The final 

step is to allow specific traffic: 
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Step 9. Add a firewall rule to allow access from the Control Center PC to the Substation 

terminal server on TCP port 10201: 

 

 
MagnumDX# firewall add inbound gre1 src-address 192.168.3.42 dst-

address 192.168.1.15 protocol tcpdst ports 10201 

  

 

Using Firewall Instead of NAT on Public Interface 
 

The same network application could be set up using Firewall on port E1 instead of NAT.  

Instead of enabling NAT, enable the firewall on interface E1 and add inbound rules that 

allow IKE and IPsec traffic fom the peer: 

 

 
MagnumDX# firewall set interface e1 status enable 

MagnumDX# firewall add inbound e1 src-address 65.106.98.234 dst-address 

166.144.205.120 protocol udpdst ports 500 

MagnumDX# firewall add inbound e1 src-address 65.106.98.234 dst-address 

166.144.205.120 protocol esp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


